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WPC TERRACE BOARDS
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Maintenance and painting not needed

Why Bergdeck?
DURABILITY
We use state-of-the-art technology to create the board comprising the very
best UV stabilizers and improvers. Our boards guarantee colour fastness as
well as temperature and moisture resistance. The boards do not undergo deformation and retain their original condition.
SAFETY
Barefoot on the terrace in the rain? Why not! Our special, non-slip surface and
grooves eliminate the risk of slipping. The meticulously prepared and userfriendly coating does not contain any splinters and is perfect for children.
CLEANING AND RENOVATION
Terraces made of WPC decking boards can be cleaned easily and effectively using a pressure washer or an ordinary brush. Furthermore, they do not require
any problematic maintenance or painting.

Brushed boards
Grooved on both sides
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AESTHETICS
It’s the appearance of Bergdeck decking board that sets it apart. Bergdeck
WPC decking boards are available in stylish and aesthetic non-brushed versions. Special character is added by two types of grooving – wide and narrow.
Which side to choose is up to you.
Grooving side 1

Grooving side 2

Available colours:

01 Anthracite

02 Black

03 Walnut

04 Chestnut

05 Maple

System components
Decking board length 2400 mm, width 150 mm, height 25 mm

Flat trimming board length 2400 mm, width 60 mm
Quarter round length 2400 mm
Ground beam length 2400 mm
width 50 mm, height 30 mm
Angle strip length 2400 mm

Quarter round hole plug
Board hole plug
Starting clips
Stainless steel fixing clips

1 m2 ≈ 3 boards

Assembly kit enough for 2 m2 of terrace:
- 36 screws
- 36 fixing clips
- special bit for screws extra added!
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EASY FITTING
Our proprietary Bergdeck fitting system, developed by our specialists, makes it a pleasure to lay down terrace decking boards. The complete assembly
kit consists of ground beams, fixing clips and stainless steel screws with a bit
attached. Nor have we forgotten about finishing profiles, quarter rounds, hole
plugs and trimming boards.
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